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London Tramlink is
highly praised after admirable efforts to keep
the system moving during the recent snowrelated chaos across
the south east.
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This was my first visit to Heaton Park and will by no
means be my last! It was a brilliant day all round,
and you can read more about it in our comprehensive coverage beginning on page 20. In addition,
the right hand side on this page has a few photographs of what were probably my two biggest
‘tram’ highlights of the day - driving and riding on
Illuminated Railgrinder 752 and driving Blackpool
‘Vanguard’ 619. A big thanks goes to Alan Williams,
Joe Savage, Derek Shepherd, Martin Strickland,
Martin Bryan and John Whitehouse in particular for
sorting out the above for me!
In other news this month, probably the next biggest
thing to report is the recent tram crash that happened in Weatherfield, involving Politanlink 1030
which crashed off the viaduct at the end of Coronation Street. There’s more details including the latest information on this incident, before we then take
a brief look back over previous tram accidents that
have affected the residents of Weatherfield.
We’ve also got the latest news from Crich, as well as
a whole host of news items relating to Blackpool and
Blackpool trams - even when it’s closed there are
things to report it seems!
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Looking ahead to 2011 then, I don’t think anyone is
expecting it to come close to everything that has
taken place during 2010... but do we not say that
every year?! It’s already looking like it should be another top year for British tramways, with Manchester
765 heading on loan to Beamish Museum, London
United Tramways 159 expected to be launched at
Crich and the final year (Or maybe not, we said that
in 2009!) of traditional trams to Fleetwood and running on the Blackpool tramway ahead of the new
system opening in 2012. Let’s also not forget that
February sees the 2nd Anniversary of this very magazine, and as we enter into our third year I can tell
you now that we have a lot of very exciting plans
coming up - but more on those another time!

Joe Savage

One of the most anticipated tram events of 2010
was arguably the ‘Celebration of Blackpool’s Trams
and Transport’ that took place at the Heaton Park
tramway back in November - perhaps even more
so than Blackpool 125 itself! The event, which saw
no less than two visiting trams, a bunch of ‘those
rubber-tyred things’ and much more was a resounding success, and for me personally one of my best
tram days ever! I wondered if anything could beat
my time at Beamish earlier on this year, and - whilst
Blackpool Day didn’t - it did come extremely close
and is probably a joint first!

This edition also sees the return of our ‘Preservation
Page’ segment of the magazine, taking a look into
the goings-on at several of the preserved tramway
workshops across the country to find out the latest
updates and goings-on. This is one of our older parts
to the magazine and one that we ‘ditched’ when
we changed to the current format. However, we’ve
made a decision to revive it for your reading pleasure, and you can find it over on page 9!

So, all that leaves me to do is to wish you a pleasant
flick through this edition of the magazine - I hope
you enjoy it, and here’s to 2011!

Jack Gordon
Jack Gordon -15/1/11
editor@tramways-monthly.com

Front Cover Caption

Perhaps the two biggest stars of the Blackpool event
at Heaton Park were Open-top Balloon 706, which was
on loan from Blackpool Transport for just one weekend,
and the Illuminated Railgrinder 752, which ran on several occasions throughout the day. The pair are seen
here passing at ‘Manchester Square’. Andrew Blood
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News Extra

The ‘Great Balloon Swap’ confirmed
As this issue of the magazine closed for press we
received the te first major
tram news of 2011, involving
the exchange of two Blackpool Balloon cars. Car 704,
which had previously been
acquired by the Manchester
Tramway Museum Society,
is now set to stay in Blackpool with the Lancastrian
Transport Trust, whilst sister
car 708 is set to move to
Manchester in its place.
It is understood that
the deal came about when
one of the Lancastrian
Transport Trust’s supporters
offered a significant donation towards the future
restoration of car 704 if the
Trust agreed to take it on, as
704 is a particular favourite
of the LTT member. This very
generous donation has allowed the LTT to contribute
to Heaton Park’s acquisition and movement costs
for both 704 and car 702.
Following discussion with the
MTMS, a deal was agreed
and 704 is now expected to
remain on the Fylde Coast
where it will enjoy a bright
future.
Whilst its new owners have yet to confirm full
details of what they have
planned for 704, it will certainly be interesting to see
what happens next and
perhaps one day we shall

be able to enjoy the tram in
service along its native rails
once again.
This is certainly an
unexpected but very welcome development, as 704
had been in store since late
2003 in a heavily stripped
condition and was widely
expected to be in danger
of being scrapped not so
long ago.
In exchange, 708 which had been sold to the
LTT during 2010 - has been
transferred to MTMS ownership and is set to join the
rapidly expanding fleet at
Heaton Park, Manchester.
This is actually fantastic news for the Society who
would have had a massive,
and very costly, restoration
job to carry out before 704
could have run at the park.
The initial view of the
condition of 708 suggests
that it will allow the possibility of a second Balloon
for long term operation at
Heaton Park, making it a
much more viable preservation project for an organisation with very little funding
at their disposal.
The car last ran in
passenger service in 2004,
although its last appearance on the promenade
actually came on March
12th 2006, when it was used
in its snowplough capacity
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to clear heavy snow drifts
from the tram tracks.
Unusually for an
unrefurbished car, it is fitted
with ex-Routemaster bus
seats on both decks but retains other more traditional
features - for example, halfdrop saloon windows and
bare bulb lighting internally.
The acquisition of
708 for the planned Heaton
Park Tramway expansion
means that not only do the
MTMS now own both of the
Balloons that were used as
snowplough cars in recent
times, but also that they
have two Balloon trams
painted in 1970s green &
cream livery!
Of course, the
other example is the aforementioned 702 - presently
housed inside the Museum
of Museums at Trafford Park
- and we now look forward
to the day when both trams
will be in service together in
the Manchester park! AW
up Balloon 704, in a previous
livery for the ‘Eclipse’ show at
the Pleasure Beach, is seen
back in July 1998. This tram is
now owned by the LTT. Tony
Waddington
u Moving the other way to
the MTMS is Balloon 708 pictured at Bispham back
in summer 2002. Tony Waddington
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Latest News

Blackpool 159 marks forgotten Anniversary

November 12th 1970 was a very important day in the history of the
East Anglia Transport Museum at Carlton Colville, near Lowestoft.
This was the day when the first tramcar operated at the Museum
site, powered by a generator, with Blackpool 'Standard' 159 doing
the honours. Indeed, this same tram has been a key member of the
Museum's running fleet of vehicles ever since and remains popular
even to this day.
2010 therefore marked the fortieth anniversary of this milestone, but it was very nearly forgotten about! Thankfully, Dave
Jones from the EATMS did remember, and decided to organise a
low-key celebration for some of the members who were around
on the date. These special guests were treated to a short ride on
car 159 - an unusual experience outside of the Museum's opening
period which ends in late September. Unfortunately due to road
and track repairs only a short journey was possible, but it was still a
great occasion to be able to ride on the same tram that started the
working aspect of the Museum four decades earlier. Even better,
159 was decorated with a star on the between-deck panels above
the driver's platform at one end; a nice throwback to its days as
an illuminated tram when it was decorated with many light bulbs
and illuminated stars at each end. Our congratulations due to the
team at East Anglia (and 159 of course!) on reaching this special
milestone, and here's to the next forty years of operation at Carlton
Colville! AW
t Illuminated Standard 158 or 159 passes a cream-liveried Twin car at
the Tower on the 13th August 1960. Neil Clifton/Wikimedia Commons

Tram
sighted on New South Prom
The Blackpool & Fleetwood tramway may be closed
new Bombardier trams which will be wider than
for the winter whilst further work on upgrading the
system to light rail standards goes on, but one tram
has managed to escape the confines of Rigby Road
depot and venture onto the promenade - Engineering car 754.
The most exciting news however, is that it has
recently become the first tram to test the new track
south of the Pleasure Beach! The car was seen on
New South Promenade on Monday 15th November,
when it was being used to assist with realigning the
overhead wires to match the rails, which are now
located further apart to allow for the arrival of the
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any of the present fleet. This duly makes 754 the first
tram to run further south than Pleasure Beach since
September 6th 2009, when Standard 147 became
the very last car to depart from the old Starr Gate
loop whilst operating a private tour organised by
Tramways Monthly and British Trams Online.
Despite this good news, it is thought that
there will not be any passenger services between
Starr Gate and Pleasure Beach during 2011 as this
section is likely to be reserved for the testing of the
new rolling stock. However, the relaying of the track
in Fleetwood has progressed so well over the past
5

year that trams are almost certain to return to the
Ferry terminus next season - anyone up for ‘Farewell
to Fleetwood Part Two’!?
Monday 15th November also saw Balloon
car 717 make a brief appearance in daylight as
part of a photo shoot for Madame Tussaud’s who
recently confirmed their takeover of the waxwork
museum located on the Blackpool seafront. So,
despite no trams carrying passengers, the winter
period has already thrown up a couple of interesting surprises to keep us all going while the countdown to next season goes on. AW
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Marton 31 runs for birthday party
pu Derek Shepherd takes Marton 31 down towards Middleton Road on its first passenger
carrying trip at the Heaton Park Tramway on the 9th November. Mike Mercer
p Brush 626 is seen on display outside the Pacific Road depot at Birkenhead during October’s model show. Paul Derrick

Brush 626 approved for use at Birkenhead
The much-anticipated
entry into service of Railcoach 626 at the Birkenhead tramway has moved
a step closer with the tram
being inspected by Her
Majesty's Railway Inspectorate on Wednesday 3rd
November.
The car was
operated over the whole
length of the line with no
reported problems, and
was subsequently approved by the Railway
Inspector to be used in
public service at Birken-

head.

Unfortunately the
tram has still not been
released for traffic as
the completion of the
takeover of control of the
tramway by Merseytravel
has still not been completed, despite having
been mooted to happen
as long ago as May! Once
the final papers have
been signed etc. 626 will
hopefully see some use in
its current guise although it
is thought that plans may
exist for it to be modified

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

so that it can carry passengers in wheelchairs at
some stage in the future.
With Manchester's
Heaton Park Tramway the
only place in Britain where
you can ride on a Blackpool tram at present, it is
hoped that this will happen sooner rather than
later as no doubt many
enthusiasts would reward
Birkenhead with a winter
visit if 626 can be used to
get a streamlined fix whilst
the Blackpool system is
closed for upgrading. AW
6

Following its arrival at the Heaton
Park Tramway in Manchester on
Tuesday 9th November, Blackpool
31 carried its first passengers at its
new temporary home on Saturday
13th November when it was used for
a very special birthday celebration.
The occasion was a party
to celebrate Derek Shepherd's 80th
birthday, and was attended by
several dignitaries from the tramway
and light railway world, including
Bryan Lindop of Blackpool Transport Services Ltd. and former BTS
Managing Director, Tony Depledge.
This goes to prove just how highly
respected Derek is; indeed it would
be hard to think of anyone who is
around today who has contributed
more to the British tramcar preservation movement.
His most famous achievement is leading the restoration of
Bolton 66 which has been a popular

member of the Blackpool fleet since
1981, but he has also played a key
role in many other projects over the
years, including the construction of
the replica Vanguard 619 (also now
a resident at Heaton Park appropriately enough), and restoring various
trams for operation in Blackpool
during the 1985 centenary celebrations.
Today Derek is one of the
most active members of the Manchester Transport Museum Society
and has played a big part in helping to develop the tramway in recent times, so this milestone in his life
was well worth commemorating. It
was fitting that he was able to make
another piece of history of driving
car 31 on its passenger-carrying trip
at Manchester; the first ever passenger journey by a double-decker
on the preserved tramway since it
re-opened in 1980. AW
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New look for Vanguard 619
The Heaton Park Tramway’s workshop project
for winter 2010/11 will
be a repaint and other
work on Vanguard 619,
the replica Blackpool
& Fleetwood Tramroad
car which arrived at
the park this summer,
initially in exchange for
Manchester 765.
The tram has
not received any
serious attention since
1998 when it was
treated to its first repaint since being built
in 1987, in preparation
for the Centenary of
the line to Fleetwood
that year.
It has been
revealed that 619 is to
be painted red and
cream to resemble the
livery of Manchester
Corporation Tramways.
However, the colours
look set to be applied
in a similar fashion to
Blackpool Corporation’s 1920s livery,
which was applied to
some ex-Tramroad cars
once they were taken
over by the Corporation, and is therefore
better suited to this
particular car than it
may initially appear.
The style of
painting was unveiled

in the form of a model
painted to give an
impression of how the
tram will look when
complete, which was
on display for all to
see in the park’s tram
depot during the Blackpool themed event on
21st November. The
tram is also expected
to be renumbered to 7
following its makeover
- a nod to its previous
life as OMO car 7, the
underframe of which
formed the basis of the
replica Vanguard tram
as we know it today.
619 is expected
to return to use fully
repainted next season, suggesting that it
is likely to be staying
put for the foreseeable
future. In the meantime
the sole operational
passenger car at Heaton Park over winter will
be Blackpool 31 which
is scheduled to operate each Sunday until
December 19th, and
then again from 9th
January 2011. AW
pu Balloon 701 reverses
at Bispham on its first
day in service during
2010 - September 19th.
In the background are
Centenary 647 and Twin
sets 2 & 5. Chris Rowe
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Balloon 701 to stay in Blackpool
Following some uncertainty, the
future for another of Blackpool’s
iconic Balloon trams has become
clearer, after Bryan Lindop confirmed the latest plans for 701 at
a recent Fylde Tramway Society
meeting.
The car, which was not
initially expected to be retained
beyond 2012 or treated to the
new door modifications, is now
expected to receive a complete
overhaul, complete with the
driver-operated plug doors and
low-voltage system, some time
during 2011 for a return to service
in 2012.
This comes as a somewhat
7

surprising decision on two fronts;
firstly, it was not expected that
any more Balloon trams would
be overhauled after the recentlycompleted operation on 720,
whilst sister-car 723 seems to have
been largely forgotten about despite already having the lowvoltage system required to operate the new transponders that are
being fitted to the retained cars.
Nonetheless, other than
the fact that another example of
this iconic tram class is going to
be retained, this news also means
that the beautiful car 717 will now
be spared any further modifications to its heritage credentials,

allowing the car to operate in its
current state for years to come.
While this will mean that the car
will be restricted to the number
of days it can operate and won’t
be able to enjoy the freedom it
would be able to with the modifications, it is pleasing to note that
seemingly the enthusiast community has been listened to regarding the future of this tram, and the
heritage work carried out to it was
not in vain.
This now means that the
ten cars to be refurbished and retained are 700, 701, 707, 709, 711,
713, 718, 719, 720 and 724. JG
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Ex-Blackpool tram driver jailed

A former Blackpool tram driver has been sent to prison after being involved in a fatal accident in August 2009.
Thornton resident Paul Edensor was driving Balloon 719
when the tram struck Maureen Foxwell, an elderly lady who
was crossing the tramway, at Norbreck on the 5th August 2009.
Mrs. Foxwell was crossing the tramway at a designated crossing
point when she was hit by the tram, after having reportedly anticipated that the tram would slow to collect passengers at the
nearby tram stop. However, the tram did not, and Mrs. Foxwell
sadly later passed away as a result of severe injuries sustained in
the incident.
An investigation into the incident later confirmed that
Mr. Edensor was driving at approximately three times the speed
limit at the time of the incident, and that this was not the first
time he had been caught speeding.
Having already been disciplined by his employers, he
was subsequently dismissed from his duties by Blackpool Transport Services Ltd. and was sentenced to fifteen months in prison
at Preston Crown Court on December 8th, 2010. He had pleaded guilty to causing death by dangerous driving. AW/JG
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Stone workshop project begins

An ambitious project to reconstruct the stone workshop
building at Crich with financial help from the Heritage
Lottery Fund has finally got
underway, with the contractors who will carry out the
necessary structural work to
the building arriving on site
on Monday 22nd November.
The various period
advert posters and other
miscellany displayed on the
outside of the building have
also been taken down, in
readiness for building work to
start.
The stone workshop
dates from 1841 and was
originally used as part of
8

George Stephenson's mineral railway at the Crich quarry
site. In the early days of the
tramway museum some restoration work was carried out
inside, but it has been closed
off for about twenty years
due to the roof being in an
unsafe condition.
The refurbishment,
which is expected to cost
approximately £1 million, will
see a new exhibition installed
inside featuring displays
on early tramway history in
Britain, as well as educating
visitors about the historical
significance of the site itself.
The exhibition is due to open
during 2011. AW

p The end of the 2010 season saw
a major shunt at Blackpool Transport’s Rigby Road depot. Most of
the withdrawn trams are now on
roads 2-6, which are expected
to be separated from the rest of
the shed due to worn trackwork.
Rare cars that moved included
607, 676+686, 687, 704 and the
illuminated Rocket 732. The photo
above - from after the shuffle shows 630, 680 (now repainted
cream), 733 and 765. Andrew
Waddington

Correction

Last month we included a photograph of Coronation 660 on
page 8 that was accidentally
credited to Andrew Waddington instead of its correct photograph Scott Moore - many
apologies all round! JG
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Tramlink excels despite the snow

Metro and Urban Transit News

The London Tramlink system has been highly acclaimed for its admirable efforts to maintain a high quality public service during the worst of the recent bad
weather which has seen much of Britain disappear under a blanket of snow.
Whilst many public transport systems in London ground to a complete
standstill, the trams continued to run and enhanced services were even operated in order to provide a much-needed capacity boost, in order to compensate
for the loss of rival transport.
The staff at Tramlink have been deservedly praised, not just for keeping the trams going, but also for their extra efforts in making life easier for their
passengers. Many staff worked overtime to enable extra trams to be pressed
into service, whilst some administrative staff and even managers walked to work
from central London, taking the opportunity to clear platforms of snow en route.
To ensure that rails and overhead were kept clear, empty trams ran overnight.
Tramlink Director Phil Hewitt stated: 'Our staff were determined not to be
beaten by the snow and ice and many worked extra long shifts to ensure that
happened. One of the things that Tramlink has got is a real team spirit. Lots of
different companies provide tramlink services but you would never know it. I am
so proud that everyone pulled together, this is a fantastic team to be proud of.'
During the worst of the weather, the system actually broke its own record
for most passengers carried in a day - on 30th November, a record 108,357 people were carried, in contrast to the normal daily average total of around 89,000
passengers. Everyone who has worked so hard to ensure that the trams kept running deserves immense credit, and Tramlink has truly shown the people of Britain
that light rail really is a fantastic modern form of transport. AW
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p On the last day of the Chesham shuttles, ‘A’ stock driving car No. 5091 stands at
Chesham with a shuttle to Chalfont & Latimer. Wikimedia Commons

End of the line for Chesham shuttle
12.37PM on Saturday 11th December
saw 118 years of history come to an
end, when the final ‘Chesham shuttle’ operated on the Metropolitan line
of the London Underground network.
Trains will now instead operate directly
into Central London.
The move comes after a new
timetable came into operation on the
Metropolitan line, that will allow London Underground Ltd. (LUL) to operate more of the new, air-conditioned,
longer trains that first came into operation in August.
Previously, passengers travelling to and from Chesham have needed to change at Chalfont & Latimer
during off-peak periods, but now have
an interchange-free journey to and
from the Capital. This is because the
new S8-stock cars will not fit in the bay
platform at Chalfont, which can only
accommodate a specially-’cut-down’
4-car length train of ‘A’-stock.
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The changes do not affect
the existing peak time services, but do
now allow two trains per hour (tph) to
operate directly between Chesham
and Central London throughout the
day. As a result the service to Amersham has also dropped to 2tph
instead of the previous four - though
there are also still 2tph provided by
mainline operator Chiltern Trains.
Angela Black, the Metropolitan line General Manager, said: ‘This
is great news for customers travelling
to and from Chesham outside of the
rush hour. By eliminating the need to
change at Chalfont & Latimer, they
will have a quicker and more convenient journey into and out of Central
London. It will also mean that we are
able to introduce more of the new
walk-through air-conditioned trains
that started serving part of the Metropolitan line earlier this year.’ JG
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Latest News
Preservation Page
slightly different version of the familiar brown and yellow colour scheme to be
applied. It is also due to receive a mechanical overhaul which is expected to
commence in April.

Sunderland 101

Dan Heeley

The former Blackpool ‘Balloon’ car 703 has sadly still not turned a wheel in
service since it arrived at Beamish Museum well over three months ago. Latest
reports indicate that ‘Friends of Beamish’ volunteers are working on a brand
new trolley base for the tram, which will allow it to regain a trolley pole in place
of a pantograph (which is incompatible with the overhead lines there). No further information is available yet as to when the car is likely to see use, although
as it was originally intended as a winter service tram, opportunities to use it as
planned are running out for the winter of 2010/11.

Blackpool 166

Overhaul work is continuing and both dash panels have now been repainted
and look immaculate. The end destination boards have also been removed
and repainted, with the opportunity being taken to change the lettering on
them from black to red, correcting an inaccuracy dating back to the car’s first
restoration at Crich back in the 1970s. This and a few other minor livery changes
are being implemented thanks to the research of TMS member David Beardsall.
Meanwhile, the bogies have been stripped so that certain worn parts can be
examined and dealt with as appropriate, and the traction motors have now
gone away for refurbishment.

Leeds 399

Following a lengthy stay in the Crich workshop, 399 is now virtually complete
and undergoing general commissioning work in preparation for the 2011
season, when it is due to return to the operational fleet. As well as a full truck
overhaul, its paintwork has been touched-up where necessary to improve its
external appearance.

London United Tramways 159

Richard Lomas

The long-term restoration of this tram (which began back in 2005) continues
to progress in the Crich workshop with work on the bogies now at a very advanced stage. Steel plates for various components in the lifeguard and braking
gear have been delivered by contractors, and new destination boxes have
been built in London, with some parts made at Crich. There remains some other
work to finish, including the paintwork, but 159 now looks very much like a proper tram and will hopefully be made available for road testing before too long.

Newcastle 114

This car has now been withdrawn from service and is the next tram in the Beamish fleet to receive remedial attention. The car has already been prepared for a
total repaint, which will be its first since it entered service at the Museum over a
decade ago. As with 166, it has been discovered that the livery carried by this
tram is not strictly accurate, and so this will be corrected over the winter with a
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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t As much of London’s transport systems ground to a halt
following the recent snow fall, Tramlink bucked the trend
and operated near-enough a full service throughout the
disruption. Here we see unit 2532 approaching Arena
tram stop on the 21st December. Ian Buck
tq Crich’s current major restoration project, LUT 159, has
seen work progress on its bogies during the closed season, which are now at an advanced stage in their renovation. The frames are seen in the workshop on the 22nd
December. Richard Lomas
q The other major project taking place at Crich at the
moment is the renovation of the former Stone Workshop. The site has now been cleared of stored materials
and contractors Tomlinsons have taken possession of
the building to progress the project, which is expected
to open to the public during 2011. The view below was
taken on 22nd December, and shows work commencing
to reinforce the floor to support the new first floor that is
being put in place. In the background can also be seen
the larger entrance way that was created to enable early
restoration projects to take place. Richard Lomas
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Tram crash devastates Weatherfield

On the evening of Monday 6th December, a terrible accident
rocked Weatherfield, when a Politanlink tram crashed onto Coronation Street.
The evening is believed to have been caused by an explosion at nearby entertainment venue The Joinery, which in turn led to
part of an adjacent viaduct collapsing onto the street. Soon afterwards, Politanlink tram 1030 appeared, and the driver was unable
to stop the tram in time to prevent it from falling off the viaduct and
coming to rest on the street beneath. On the way down, the vehicle
is believed to have struck two buildings, including the local corner
shop known as The Kabin, adding to the already devastated scene.
Initial reports of a terrorist attack were soon discounted by
the Greater Manchester Police, however the emergency services
were delayed from attending the scene due to heavy traffic congestion on the roads around Weatherfield and Coronation Street.
Tragically, it has been confirmed that four people have
lost their lives as a result of this disaster, and many others sustained
various injuries. Although the emergency services made a fantastic
effort to rescue the people who were trapped inside the affected
buildings, it proved impossible to reach everyone in time. However,
it must be emphasised that, without the courageous actions of both
the fire brigade and several local residents who freed some of the
trapped civilians, things could have been even worse, although this
will clearly be little comfort to the families of those who did not pull
through. It is also very fortunate that the tram involved in this atrocity
did not have any passengers on board, as it was travelling back to
the depot at the end of its duty.
Perhaps most astonishingly, the tram driver survived the
crash and is understood to be in a stable condition at hospital at the
time of going to press. His employers have announced that, following a full investigation, they are satisfied that he followed all of the
appropriate emergency procedures and did all that he could to
prevent the accident, and that Politanlink is in no way accountable
for any loss of life.
Local police have now issued an appeal for witnesses of the
crash, and anyone who saw or heard anything in the area at the
time are encouraged to contact the Crime Caller number or their
local police station.
Our thoughts go out to those who have lost their family
members or friends through this tragedy, and also to those who
were caught up in the wreckage and will undoubtedly find it incredibly difficult to put the terrible events of that fateful night behind
them. AW/JG
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

p Disaster strikes - the scene on Coronation Street moments after the incident took place, with
flames from the explosion still ripping through the buildings. Shocked residents look on as the
events unfold. ITV
q How local newspaper The Weatherfield Gazette covered the incident the next day. ITV
qu Police have now placed this sign in the street to appeal for witnesses. ITV
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Tramways Monthly presents...

A
Special
James Blackhouse
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Throughout its 50 year history Coronation Street
has featured trams several times within the soap.
Indeed, since 2002 an Ansaldo-Breda T-68, the
original trams on the Metrolink system, has featured
in the opening credits of every episode - being
switched to one of the new Bombardier M5000 cars
in May when the programme moved to HD - running
along the viaduct at the bottom of the street - and
it was this viaduct that was to be the crux of a series
of shocking story lines that took place in December
2010 to celebrate the 50th Anniversary. Tramways
Monthly Editor Jack Gordon takes a look at the
build-up to the crash, as well as a look back at previous tram appearances on the hit soap.
The accident, which cost nearly £1,000,000
to stage, involved a tram crashing down onto the
street after a gas explosion at the newly-opened
‘The Joinery’ bar, causing chaos to the Street and
destroying several buildings. Indeed, it also was to
see the end of a number of characters from the
soap who were to die in the crash and following
events, the storyline being dubbed ‘Four Funerals and a Wedding’, culiminating in a special live
episode on the 9th December 2010 - 50 years to
the day of the very first (also live!) Coronation Street
transmission.
However, this isn’t the first storyline to involve
trams in the long-running soap opera - or, indeed,
the first to involve something crashing off the viaduct at the bottom of the street! A similar storyline to
the one for the 50th Anniversary took place in 1967,
when a railway locomotive crashed off the viaduct,
leaving Ena Sharples feared for dead, in a not too
dissimilar manner to the more recent incident involving a tram. Indeed, the fact that this new incident
involved a tram links into much of the real Metrolink
network consisting of former heavy rail lines - in particular the Altrincham and Bury branches.
Perhaps the most well-known tram-related
storyline in the soap though dates back to 1989,
with the death of the infamous Alan Bradley when
he was struck by Balloon 710 in Blackpool. Read
on to find out more about this much-remembered
incident and find out what has become of car 710.
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

p Back in 2005, soap bosses abaondoned plans to show Claire Peacock applying for a job as a tram driver after
objections from GMPTE. MEN

The seeds for the 2010 accident were first sown back in 2005 though, when a
similar storyline was abandoned over fears from the
Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Executive
(GMPTE).
The proposed storyline was to involve Claire
Peacock, played by Julia Haworth, applying for a
job as a tram driver before her tram later crashed
into the iconic Rovers Return pub. But the plans
were ditched after GMPTE felt that the accident
would have given the Metrolink system a “bad
reputation”.
Chris Mulligan, GMPTE’s then director general, said at the time that any story involving a tram
14

accident would be “questionable”. He said: “Given
Metrolink’s excellent safety record, we felt that such
a sensationalist storyline would be both misleading
and detrimental to the image of the network.”
The soap denied the decision to scrap
the earlier crash plot was taken because of tram
bosses’ objections, saying the idea was ditched because there had been two traumatic storylines that
year. Claire went on to become a bus driver, accidentally running down Chesney Battersby-Brown’s
dog Schmeichel on her first day.
This time round however bosses at GMPTE
co-operated with producers - because the tram
and its driver did not appear at fault. A spokesman
Issue 22 - December 2010
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Such was the support given by GMPTE to ITV
after the go-ahead was given, Metrolink went so
far as to temporarily re-liverying one of their original
T-68 tramcars, no. 1015, into the new yellow Metrolink livery that is being adopted across the system,
however the Metrolink branding was replaced with
the fictional ‘Politanlink’ name, and the tram also
took on the temporary number of 1030. The tram
was then used to obtain a number of shots that
were to be mixed in with the computer-generated
images (CGI) of the crash itself.
In addition, a mock-up of the tram was also
constructed, being used in the scenes taking place
during the aftermath of the tram crash, including
the live episode, where it was carefully put back
into place - along with many other aspects of the
collision - following their removal for further prerecorded episodes to be shot, these taking place a

number of weeks before they are broadcast.
However, many tram enthusiasts - and
indeed viewers - felt that these efforts were somewhat in vain following the quality of the CGI images themselves, which were criticised owing to
their lack of realism and somewhat obvious digital
nature. Indeed, many of the sequences leading up
to the crash were labelled as ‘cheesy’ and ‘fake’,
including several shots of the tram’s driver as he
attempted to bring the tram to an emergency

t Tram 1015 was the one chosen to gain the celebrity
status by plunging off the viaduct, and it is seen here at
Queen’s Road depot recieving Politanlink vinyls ahead
of the performance. Metman123
q A mock-up of the tram was also built and then
placed onto the Street. The scale of the destruction
can be seen in this view, with the Kabin behind the
tram particularly badly hit. ITV

for ITV said: “We are delighted to be working closely
with GMPTE on this storyline. We have assured them
that it will be made clear that the crash is in no way
the fault of the tram or the driver and they have
been very helpful with our research.”
Preparations for the 50th Anniversary episode date back to early 2010 when the idea was
first mooted by the soaps writers, with production
taking place during the Summer. However, the
storyline was kept under tight wraps until the broadcast date, with cast and crew being banned from
publishing details and from ‘tweeting’ on the set.
Indeed, even on the night of the broadcast
many of the cast and crew did not know who was
to be killed off in the accident, with several alternative storylines having been rehearsed and those
dying only being informed shortly before the live
broadcast two days later.
Furthermore, the production team also
placed a ban on any of the cast or crew holding
a sweepstake regarding who was going to be the
first to ‘fluff’ their lines in the live broadcast to avoid
unnecessary pressure on the cast, which must have
paid off as there were near-zero mistakes on the
broadcast night.
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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stop, though no doubt many of these were added
at the request of GMPTE in order to show that the
tram, driver and system were not the ones at fault in
the accident. However, this is a tram magazine and
not a critical review so perhaps I should leave this
thread here!
At this point I should perhaps finish describing the events leading up to the incident and, of
course, the crash itself. While we have covered this
already in our ‘mock’ news item above, it is worth filling in the gaps and telling the story from the viewer’s
perspective to give a sense as to why GMPTE could
have potentially objected against the storyline being aired.
The chain of events began after a gas explosion was staged in the newly-opened ‘The Joinery’,
causing part of the viaduct carrying the tramway
to collapse. The tram, travelling at line speed with
no mechanical or electrical problems, approached
the scene of the incident, before the emergency
brakes were applied by the driver when he spotted the incident ahead. These responded normally,
however the distance between the application and
the disaster scene was insufficient to allow them successfully deploy, causing the tram to plunge off the
viaduct and onto the cobbles below, striking two
buildings as it fell and trapping four of the soap’s
cast in the street. An unnamed taxi driver, Molly
Dobbs and Ashley Peacock - xxx of Claire Peacock
who has been mentioned above - all died in the disaster, whilst remarkably the tram driver and Rita Sullivan - who also survived the 1989 tram accident after
being narrowly missed by a tram - both survived,
despite the latter being trapped underneath the
rubble for some time. Indeed, Rita also commented
“What is it with me and trams!?” - a nice throwback
to the 1989 incident in Blackpool.
As has already been mentioned, the accident did come under some scrutiny - which is
not unsurprising, considering the budget of the
crash - however ITV and the Coronation Street cast
and crew should still be commended for what was
undoubtably a very gripping and tense week of
episodes, including a very slick and professional live
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

episode with surprisingly few mistakes!
And clearly not everyone was so critical of
the minor failings with the simulations, as the ‘real’
Metrolink recieved at least six phonecalls the day
after the saga to ask if the trams were still running
following the crash! The answer was, of course, yes,
though it is surely a testament to the professionalism
and realism of the cast and depiction for this to be
the response.
However, not all calls were so harmless, with
one member of the public actually going so far as to
contact the police to report the accident, despite
knowing full well that it was just a TV programme.
The hoax call, which lasted for over five minutes, was
made after the broadcast of the episode and posted on the Internet soon after. Police are appealing
for any information about the caller, who identified
himself as ‘James Martin’ He said: There’s been a
big smash. A tram’s come over the top of the thing
and smashed down on to the nightclub and shops.
Little blonde Max is missing... I know Rita is stuck in
the shop.” The switchboard operator was not fooled
though, and soon responded “It’s not real life. It is
just TV.”
And ITV certainly cannot be knocked for the
hype of the Anniversary. Immediately following the
broadcast of the crash and throughout the evening
a number of ‘spoof’ ITV News broadcasts were
made, treating the accident as breaking news and
revealing more information about the crash to viewers, and also increasing the speculation as to exactly what happened - most interestingly the suggestion that it was in fact a terrorist attack, which, whilst
untrue in the context of the fictional world, was
something that was rumoured to be quite serious for
the live broadcast, though was too later discounted
as a hoax.
Overall, then, the crash will certainly be
remembered for how it rocked the street and all of
the additional hype that surrounded it. Although
some parts were perhaps not as realistic as might
have been expected, it was nonetheless an exciting storyline and one that gripped the nation for the
50th Anniversary.
16

p The moment disaster struck! Politanlink tram 1030
crashes off the viaduct and into nearby shop The Kabin,
demolishing it as it falls. Moments later it has spun
90 degrees and hit the ground below, causing more
havoc to the already chaotic street scene. The flames
come from the earlier gas explosion that caused the
viaduct to fail. Remarkably, the driver survived the accident. Both: ITV
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Of course, this is not the first time that a tram has
appeared on the long-running soap opera with fatal
consequences! Andrew Waddington casts a brief
glance back to 1989: Metrolink was still being conceived, there was no such thing as HD and Blackpool’s trams were green and cream!
Back in 1989, Blackpool Balloon car 710
earned notoriety when it knocked down and killed
Coronation Street villain Alan Bradley, who was running across the promenade in pursuit of his partner,
Rita Fairclough.
Indeed, the programme is still a common
talking point for tram passengers more than twenty
years later, and 710 is often referred to as ‘the Alan
Bradley tram’!
It is also noteworthy that 710 only just missed
Rita herself as she ran in blind panic away from
Mr Bradley, and it was pleasing to see the show’s
scriptwriters make a reference to this in the recent
storyline.
Rita was one of the last characters to be
rescued from the rubble, and uttered what is surely
destined to become a classic line – “What is it with
me and trams!?” She can surely be forgiven for not
being a tram enthusiast after having not one, but
two near-deadly experiences with the vehicles on
different systems!
As for 710, sadly the car has fallen from
grace in recent years and last operated in autumn
2007. Although still intact and able to move under
its own steam, the tram is not considered fit to run as
it has a corroded underframe and a whole host of
other structural defects, and is thought to require a
complete new underframe and other major work if
it is ever to run again in passenger service.
Earlier in 2010 it was announced that the
tram had been reserved for preservation by a group
of local enthusiasts known as ‘Friends of Fleetwood
Trams’, although no more has been revealed in regard of future plans for it since, and it remains stored
at Rigby Road awaiting a move off-site.
Besides its starring role on Coronation Street,
710 has a couple of other claims to fame – in 1984 it
became the first Balloon car to operate away from
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Blackpool, when it spent two years running at Crich
in exchange for Glasgow 1297.
Then in November 2003, it became the first
double-deck tram to be painted in a version of the
then Metro Coastlines fleet livery, featuring striking yellow and fuscia colours! This unusual colour
scheme is retained today, although presumably
the tram will be returned to green & cream at some
point in the future.

p Balloon 710 as it is today, wearing Metro Coastlines line 7 livery in the mid 2000s. Tony Waddington
pu Two shots showing the infamous moment when Alan Bradley was struck and killed by Balloon 710, then wearing 1980s livery, The tram has become famous because of the accident, with many still asking today which tram
it was that killed Alan Bradley. Below is the scene immediately after the one above, showing the aftermath of that
accident. Everything about this scene has been changed today, with the Promenade having been completely
redesigned as part of the area’s regeneration, the tram tracks currently being renewed, the trams wearing some
sort of advert livery and the fashion and hairstyles having improved considerably! Granada Studios
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Tram of the Year 2010

By Andrew Waddington

The British Trams Online ‘Tram of the Year’ contest first ran in 2003, and was intended to be a bit of fun for tram
enthusiasts at the end of the year, giving the chance to bestow an ‘award’ upon the tram that enthusiasts felt
had contributed the most to the tramway interest from the previous 12 months. The competition was devised by
Gareth Prior as part of his hugely popular website – www.britishtramsonline.co.uk.

Blackpool Aloud

Shouting the news that Blackpool is back!
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It is up to the individual voter to decide what he or she considers special enough to win, but previous winners
have generally been trams that have re-entered service following a major overhaul or a long lay-off, new vehicles being launched, or cars that have been repainted in a special livery. These are just a few ideas though, and
as the initial stage of voting to choose the shortlist is left entirely up to readers of the website, the results really are
totally in your hands!
Last year’s winner was, somewhat unsurprisingly,
Blackpool’s illuminated ‘Western Train’ 733+734,
which returned to service after a 10 year absence
thanks to a most thorough restoration which was
largely financed by the Heritage Lottery Fund.
Indeed, even in 2010 the Train has continued to
be mobbed by photographers – and not just tram
enthusiasts – whenever it appeared, confirming its
enduring popularity which helped to earn it the
award a year ago.
t The Western Train is seen at North Pier, illuminated
in all its glory, on 24th September, 2010, whilst loading up passengers to embark on a tour of Blackpool’s
world-famous illuminations. Andrew Waddington
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The 2010 shortlist has probably been the hardest one to choose yet, with so many trams doing noteworthy things
and an unprecedented number of tram loans all over the country! However, in the end, three cars stood out above all others, and unsurnominees have been heavily influenced by the Blackpool 125th anniversary celebrations. We now take a brief look at three lucky trams
the running for this year’s honour, as well as why they have each been nominated...

prisingly the
that are in

Why was it nominated? A return to the rails in 2010 after 18 years out of use.
Having not turned a wheel in passenger use since May 1992, OMO 8 made a triumphant comeback
during this year’s Blackpool tramway events. The car had actually been ruled out of the main anniversary events week due to an air leak, but BTS staff worked hard to ensure that the tram had its turn in
the limelight – and that came when it ran as the final car in the eight-strong procession on Wednesday
29th September. Although there was not time to prepare it for carrying passengers, the tram still managed to well and truly steal the show! It then operated a couple of special tours on behalf of its owners, the Lancastrian Transport Trust, during the last week of the season, becoming the first of its kind to
operate with passengers since March 1993!
Why was it nominated? Three different tramways in one year
and two different guises!
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31 started the year in pretty unspectacular fashion but soon hit the news when it was prepared for a complete repaint at the Beamish Museum. The tram was initially outshopped in an approximation of the dark green livery it carried during its time as a works car, and was one of the star attractions at the Museum’s ‘Power From The Past’ event
in April. Soon afterwards, the body was once again rubbed down for a second repaint, this time restoring it to 1920s
condition with a few minor detail alterations from the livery it carried previously.
In September 31 travelled to Blackpool where it was another star of the main 125th anniversary events week, when
it operated faultlessly on several tours. It was also the only one of the visiting trams to run in
normal public service after the events week, its last outing being on October 27th
when it worked specials and an illumination tour.
As if all that wasn’t enough excitement for one year,
car 31 has since transferred to Manchester’s Heaton
Tramway where it ran alongside three other Blackpool
spectacular event on November 21st. It is set to stay
is an unusual but inspired choice of winter service tram at the

Park
trams during a
put until the spring, and
park!
Why was it nominated? Three different tramways in one year and two different guises!

Staying with the Blackpool 125 theme is another of the visiting preserved trams, Liverpool 762 which
turned heads wherever it went during its loan period at Blackpool. Despite being of no direct relevance
to the anniversary itself, 762 was a true star and many people were heard to comment that it was the
best tram of the events week by far! It also made history by being the first Liverpool tram to operate on
a public transport system since its native line closed down, and also caused some confusion due to the
continued presence of a Jubilee car with the same fleet number!

Andrew

Waddin

gton

762 was undoubtedly a superb ambassador for its owners, the Merseyside Tramway Preservation Society, and the heritage tramway at Birknehead where it normally resides. It is certainly hoped that some of the people who enjoyed seeing this beautiful tram running at the seaside will make the effort to visit it at Birkenhead, where a warm welcome is always guaranteed.

Special Feature

Over the past couple of years Heaton Park has developed a bit of a reputation for staging ambitious special
events on their short tramway, with the results continuing to impress and draw more and more visitors to the
tramway. November’s Blackpool Day was no exception,
with record numbers in attendance at the tramway and
several more ‘firsts’ for the Park. The event was a credit
to all those involved in the organisation and running of
it, and our very own Editor Jack Gordon tells of his debut
experience of the Park...
November 21st was always going to be a special
tram-related day for me, Blackpool day or no Blackpool day! It was to be my first ever visit to Manchester’s
Heaton Park Tramway, and become the third preserved
tramway that I visited during 2010, following on from my
visit to Beamish earlier in the year. I had been meaning
to visit the tramway for some time and the Blackpool
day had provided the perfect excuse to make the trip
northwards - and what a day it was!
After a short ride on Metrolink 1017 from Manchester Piccadilly to Bowker Vale it was time for the short
walk along Middleton Road to the Park... that is, after
setting off in the wrong direction for ten minutes - silly
iPhone! My anticipation was building once I finally did
find Middleton Road (d’oh!) and saw a number of the
vintage buses running along the road that were operating a shuttle service to the Manchester Museum of Transport at Boyle Street, which was also open along with
the former Museum of Museums at the Trafford Centre,
home to another two Blackpool trams that belong to

the MTMS - Brush 623 and Balloon 702.
The first tram that came into sight upon entering
the Park though was longer-term visitor Marton 31, which
has been on loan at Heaton Park over the winter period
from Beamish Museum. This tram was heading away
from the terminus at the Middleton Road gates and
towards what was, for most, the main star of the day
- open-top Balloon 706, on loan from Blackpool Transport Services Ltd. (BTS) for just one weekend only! 706
was parked up (alongside third and final passenger car
Vanguard 619, also on long term loan from BTS) just short
of the commencement of the single line section of track
and the tram service was duly suspended for a number
of speeches, thank yous and presentations to take
place - I had clearly arrived just in time! These began at
around 12.30PM, and thanked a number of people who
have been involved in both Heaton Park in general and
more specifically in making the Blackpool day event
happen - though not after the inevitable rude interruption from Alice’s compressor, not wanting to be left out!
Following these speeches it was announced that
there was to be a short cavalcade from the Middleton
Road gates up to Whitegate and back, before the
recommencement of the tram service. The procession
was to be lead by illuminated Railgrinder 752, followed
by Vanguard 619 and Marton 31, with star-of-the-day
Princess Alice 706 bringing up the lead. However, before
I had had time to even think about where to go and
watch this procession from, I was whisked away by my
Assistant Editor towards illuminated Railgrinder 752, wait-

u A rather full Marton 31 arrives at Heaton Park’s Lakeside terminus during the Blackpool day events. Tony Waddington
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ing patiently on the depot fan for it’s moment
of glory at the head of the procession! And, as if
that wasn’t enough, waiting by 752 was one of the
Heaton Park volunteers (whom I should add probably loves that tram even more than I do!) who duly
invited myself, Andrew and his dad on board for a
run up to Whitegate - I had been at the Park for less
than 20 minutes and already I was getting on what I
thought the highlight of my day was to be! Indeed,
I never expected that my first tram ride at the Park
was to be on a non-passenger-carrying vehicle, but
I was extremely pleased that it was so a massive
thank you to Joe Savage for inviting me on board
almost as soon as I arrived!
Anyway, back onto the events that took
place, the cavalcade duly formed up at the Middleton Road gates (after much trolley-pole fun!)
before heading slowly up towards Whitegate and
turning there. All of the trams were operating out of
passenger service at this time, whilst Railgrinder 752
also had its illuminations switched on via the onboard generator - though they had been powered
by the mains during the morning whilst it had been
sat outside the depot!
Upon returning to the double track outside
the depot - appropriately renamed Manchester
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Square for the day! - Marton 31 and
Balloon 706 both re-entered passenger service, whilst Vanguard 619
moved onto the headshunt to commence Tram Driving Experiences
(TDEs) whilst 752 returned to the
depot fan - or Lytham Road - to be
displayed for the afternoon. However, not content with getting me
a ride on 752, the crew very kindly
then offered me the opportunity to
actually drive the tram up onto the
depot approach road - needless
to say I couldn’t refuse! Driving 752
has been one of the things I have
wanted to do for some time, and to
drive it less than half an hour after
arriving at the park for the first time
was truly amazing: thank you all!
Indeed, no sooner had I finished my first
turn at the handles was it time to head over to the
waiting 619 for my booked TDE - thanks to John
Whitehouse for getting me on the list! Again, this
was something I had been looking forward to, and
it was rather nice of the other participants to allow
me to have the first turn at the handles! After a short
briefing from our wonderful instructor Alan Williams,
I was given the controller key and it was time to go!
We first set off towards Starr Gate (Middleton Road
gates!) under Alan’s watchful eye, before heading
back up towards Fleetwood Ferry (Or, rather, Lakeside!) with Alan shouting out the appropriate speed
restrictions, frogs and breakers for me! Despite a
slight problem heading up the hill (Sorry!), it was a
successful trip before heading back to the depot,
and all too soon it was over! However, I must thank
Alan an awful lot for his tips and guidance during
this drive, and it can certainly be described as ‘the
drive of my life’ - surpassing, even, driving Cardiff
131 back in 2009 just days after it was launched!
And it’s also made me realise just how much easier
it is to drive a tram with notch arrestors than without!
However, Blackpool day wasn’t just about
the trams that were trundling up and down the
21

Park’s tramway - there was much more going on
around the tramway and it was safe to say that
you were never short of something to do! The tram
depot played host to a number of model tram layouts - including Pete Whiteley’s magnificent layout
t For much of the day, illuminated Railgrinder 752 was
sat outside the depot fan with its illuminations turned
on. Tony Waddington
q Talk about attention to detail! Just some of the many
signs and artwork that was produced especially for the
event - you could be forgiven for thinking you actually
were in Blackpool! All: MTMS
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which includes a number of hand built Blackpool
illuminated trams! The gift shop and Museum were
also both open as normal, whilst there were also
a number of second-hand stalls set up outside the
depot. Perhaps the most popular attraction of the
day though - except the trams, of course! - was
the BBQ that was laid on for everyone and which
only asked for a modest voluntary donation! Again
thanks should go to Joe Savage and everyone else
who was involved in running this for providing the
food, which was greatly appreciated and certainly
added a nice social element to the day!
As if that wasn’t enough, there was also the
much-anticipated ‘Tram Numbers Game’ - operated by the formidable Martin Bryan (You know, the
one that wears a silly hat!) - that was being played
just outside the depot. The object was simple: pay
a pound, pick a tram and if it was in the sealed
envelope you won some money! Whilst the game
was clearly intended as a bit of fun there were a
number of people present (Myself included!) that
did begin to take it extremely seriously towards the
end when there were just a few numbers left, taking
gambles and in many cases picking trams that we
wouldn’t normally (I’m sure I chose a Centenary!).
However, in the end, our enthusiasm was ill-fated,
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for none of us were to win the cash prize - it instead
going to my Assistant Editor Andrew, who wasn’t
even present for the draw; typical! The winning tram
was Boat 604 - a minor consolation to those of us
who like that particular car!
But enough of the childish games! After having my hot dog and a little explore of the tramway
area, it was time to get riding the trams up and
down between ‘Fleetwood Ferry’ and ‘Starr Gate’
and sample the Heaton Park tramway ‘properly’!
This experience was in no small way also enhanced
by the company - whom I shall refer to simply as
‘the gang’ to not embarrass them here! - whom
I had met for the first time but had been trying to
meet up with for the best part of 2010 - ah, well, it
was sort of Blackpool! I don’t doubt that if you had
been at the Park then you would have seen us, and
if not then you would have definitely heard us - the
rowdy ones shouting off the top of 706 from time to
time!
I mentioned at the start of this report that
the event saw a number of ‘firsts’ take place for
the tramway - but what were they? Well, while
the first trip of a double-deck tramcar took place
the week before (see news pages), this was the
first time ever that two double-deck tramcars
operated on the tramway at the
same time in passenger carrying
service, and the first time since 1997
that the tram service was provided
entirely by visiting tramcars - works
car 752 being the only permanent resident! If that wasn’t
enough, it was also the first time
that an open-top Blackpool
Balloon has operated anywhere in the whole world other
than Blackpool - and it was just
for two days only! It was also
only the second time that any
Balloon has operated outside
of Blackpool, the first being 710
back in 1985, when it visited the
Tramway Museum at Crich.
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The event was also a rather significant ‘last’
though - the last time that Vanguard 619 was to
operate at the tramway prior to being withdrawn
for winter work. The tram, which is still on loan from
Blackpool Transport in return for Manchester 765, will
be undergoing a full repaint and other minor work,
with a re-launch planned for later in 2011.
Throughout the day the passenger numbers
on the trams were well loaded, with many running
almost full - including the top decks despite it beqt Undoubtably the star of the show was Princess
Alice 706 - pictured here approaching the start of the
double track. Tony Waddington
q Operating for the last time prior to winter work and a
new identity was Vanguard 619, seen here whilst working on TDEs. When the tram next runs at the Park it will
be wearing a Manchester Corporation-inspired livery
as well as the number 7 - a throw back to it’s days as
an OMO? Or the fact that it is the seventh tram to run at
Heaton Park? You decide! Jack Gordon
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ing late November - probably the latest in the year
both Alice and Vanguard 619 have ever operated?
Indeed, even a couple of light rain showers were
not enough to deter the hardy souls from the top
deck, which was just as well considering that it is really all part of the Blackpool experience!
Another key part of the Blackpool experience is, of course, the world-famous illuminations,
and these two were specially imported for this
event! Floodlights lit the terminus at ‘Fleetwood’
whilst railgrinder 752 ran up and down between
‘Starr Gate’ and ‘Broadwater’ (Whitegate) donning
the illuminated tableaux normally found on Bolton
66 in Blackpool, as well as a number of specially fitted lights - certainly a sight not to be missed!
By this stage Vanguard 619 had also returned to service and, whilst this was producing
minor delays, it was a welcome addition allowing
many to sample this car after dark, a somewhat
rare occurrence during it’s time in Blackpool!
It should be explained at this stage that the
reason for the service delay was due to the terminus
at Lakeside not yet being fully operational, owing to
the tramway’s current extension works, which could
be seen during the event though sadly it was not
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

possible to have it open in time as
was originally planned. This meant
that only one track was available
at Lakeside, meaning that instead
of being able to run one tram on
the line and hold another at Lakeside, only one tram could be on the
single line section past the depot at
once. Nonetheless, this was not a
major problem and gave more time
for socialising between tram rides!
It is also worth mentioning
that aside from the trams there
were also six visiting vintage buses
that were operating throughout the
event, mainly on a circular shuttle route through the Park. Four of
these vehicles were from the LTT
(Ribble Atlantean 1805, Ribble RE
366, Blackpool PD3 529 and Lytham PD2 70), with
Atlantean 364 also being on display for much of the
day with the assistance of the Blackpool 364 Group.
Beyond 6PM the tram service was slowly
wound down, with 752, 619 and 31 all being withdrawn from service gradually, before the final departure from a floodlit ‘Fleetwood Ferry’ left at 7PM,
in the capable hands of Princess Alice, which ran to
the front of the depot before being placed under
guard for the evening, prior to it’s departure back
to Blackpool the following afternoon.
All in all, the Heaton Park Blackpool day has
gone down as yet another tramway event to be
remembered! For me personally it was an absolutely
amazing day and one that will be very hard to top,
taking an extremely close second place to my visit
to Beamish earlier on in 2010! A massive thanks must
go to everyone involved in the organisation of the
event, as well as Blackpool Transport Services Ltd.
for the loan of Princess Alice, Beamish Museum for
the loan of Marton 31 and the LTT, Blackpool 364
Group, Manchester Museum of Transport and the
Barrow Bus Group for the loan of the various buses.
Thank you to everyone - and those that I have
missed!
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pt Railgrinder 752 shows off it’s illuminations to good
effect in this somewhat ‘arty’ shot!. Jack Gordon
pp Vanguard 619 sets off on another ‘Tour of Illuminations’ (But without the £5 price tag thanks to the special
travelcards!) after dark. Jack Gordon
p As dusk falls the two stars of the show, Princess Alice
706 and Marton 31, pass outside the depot. In the
background can just be glimpsed Lytham PD2 70 and
railgrinder 752. Jack Gordon
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Spotlight on...
Open-top Balloon 706
‘Princess Alice’
The first in what will hopefully be an occasional series of special
pictorial histories of certain trams begins with a look at Blackpool’s
unique open-top Balloon car 706, known as ‘Princess Alice’. Fresh
from its recent flying visit to Manchester for the Heaton Park Blackpool Day, this is of course just the latest chapter in the fascinating
life of one of the most popular Blackpool trams ever. We take a look
back at the various tales that 706 has had to tell over the last two
decades, so sit back and enjoy the ride... upstairs of course!!!

Number: 706 (243)
Type: Open-top bogie double-decker
Body: English Electric
Trucks: English Electric
Controllers: English Electric Z-type
Motors: English Electric 305 (2x57HP)
Built: 1934
Rebuilt: 1984
Owner: Blackpool Transport Services Ltd.
Seats: 92
Current Livery: 1930s Green & Cream

Alan Robson
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Alan Robson

Martin Strickland
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Andrew Waddington

FACTBOX...
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The 706 story really goes back to 22nd July 1980, when the tram was involved in a
serious head-on collision with fellow Balloon car 705 due to incorrectly set points
at the Pleasure Beach. Both trams sustained considerable damage and, whilst
705 was later scrapped, 706 lived to tell the tale despite being dumped in the Bus
Yard for a while. Indeed, it is the only tram to have escaped it intact! The tram
was eventually rebuilt as an open-topper as an extra attraction for the tramway
centenary celebrations in 1985, loosely based on its original 1934 appearance although no real attempt was made to restore the tram in an authentic fashion. The
end result was more a ‘what might have been’, showing how the Balloons might

have looked had they been modernised as open-top cars, with single destination
screens, modern glazing and a more substantial roof gantry with a pantograph
collector atop. The new-look 706 was painted in a modified rendition of its original
green & cream livery and was sponsored by the Fylde Tramway Society whose adverts were proudly displayed on the bodysides. The trams made its debut in passenger service over the May Day Bank Holiday weekend, 1985, but even greater
things were to come! On 6th June 1985, 706 was officially named by HRH Princess
Alice, who unveiled her own name which had been painted on the staircase
panels of the tram, giving it the honour of becoming Blackpool’s first named tram.

u This is how 706 looks today, following a superb repaint in 1930s style livery

back in summer 2003 which still looks good today. Other additions, such as
windscreen hoods and chromed bumpers, add greatly to what is obviously a
very special vehicle indeed and one that always causes heads to turn whenever it appears. This view dates from 2007 and shows the car at Tower. This area
has changed quite substantially since then – the footbridge was demolished in
July 2009, whilst the track layout has also changed with the passing loop being
removed. Andrew Waddington

t 1989 saw 706 stripped of its dignity when it was controversially chosen for an

all-over advert livery for Coral Social Clubs. Although the colours used were very
bright and cheerful, the main issue was the tram used rather than the actual
livery itself, as many people felt that 706 should be classed as a tram of special
interest and therefore kept free of such garish advertising. However, this was
positively mild compared with what happened next! Here we see 706 in the
summer of 1991 along with two Balloons painted in the attractive 1980s fleet
livery. Alan Robson
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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u I did warn you! In 1992 ‘Alice’ got her second advert livery – this truly revolting

design for Gala Bingo, which lasted for two seasons. Unlike the previous advert,
this one would have probably upset people whatever tram had been chosen
to receive it, but its application to such a unique car caused outcry amongst
enthusiasts who just couldn’t believe what they were seeing! As if that wasn’t
bad enough, the ‘Princess Alice’ names were relocated above the destination
boxes at each end, removing them from their traditional position on the staircase panels. Of course everyone is entitled to their views and some readers may
actually like this advert – but if there is ever a poll to decide what is the worst
advert livery ever painted on a Blackpool tram, this one will certainly be getting
my vote! Alan Robson

t After five years of all-over advert hell, 706’s next repaint came in 1994 and

was greeted with a huge sigh of relief, as the tram was treated to the then
current double-deck fleet livery. Here we see the tram waiting at Ash Street
Fleetwood, having terminated there during the annual Tram Sunday event. Tony
Waddington
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p More good news came 706’s way in 1997 when it was fitted with a trolley arm

for the first time since its open-top conversion. Here we see it looking extremely
smart sitting on the old Pleasure Beach inner loop on a fine day in July 2002.
Alan Robson
pu 706 did carry some side banner adverts during its time in ordinary fleet livery,

although after the previous all-over designs these did not cause too much fuss.
During autumn 2002 it wore ‘T’ side adverts for Greenpeace along with various
other Balloon cars, and this short-lived advert can be seen in this shot of it heading south from North Pier. Alan Robson
As a result of 706’s celebrity status it has often been chosen to participate
in special events. One such event was the Blackpool Veteran’s Day on 10th July
2005, when (along with car 700) it was decked out with bunting and Union Jack
flags and took part in a special ceremony during the day. Here both 700 & 706
are seen awaiting orders on the centre track at Bispham Station. Alan Robson
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Here’s something that you won’t have seen in 2010 - ‘Princess Alice’ at Fleetwood Ferry! Although trams were obviously terminating at Fisherman’s Walk due
to trackwork, 706 never even made it that far as the tram was banned from operating north of Bispham as it is not transponder-fitted. The furthest north it got all
year was in fact Little Bispham, and this happened shortly before the new traffic
signals south of the turning circle were activated. Its last appearance in Fleetwood to date was on 8th November 2009 as part of the ‘Farewell to Fleetwood’
events, when it ran an enthusiast tour along with Twin Set 673+683. However, this
shot features the tram at the northern terminus in more appropriate weather.
Chris Rowe

September 5th 2009 saw 706 used as the grandstand for a live broadcast
by BBC Radio 2, as part of the station’s weekend of special programming to
coincide with the first weekend of the 2009 illuminations. Alan Carr presented
his Saturday evening show from the upper deck of the car, despite rather windy
weather, and it was duly decked out with promotional banners on its betweendeck panels for the occasion. These only lasted a few hours as once the broadcast ended, they were hastily removed before 706 was sent back out in service!
Here we see 706 leaving Pleasure Beach on a sound test before the live show
commenced. Andrew Waddington
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One of the most significant events in 706’s long life took place in November
2010, when the car left Blackpool for the first time ever to spend a long weekend in Manchester, for the Heaton Park Tramway’s Blackpool themed event. This
made 706 not only the first open-top Balloon car to operate outside Blackpool,
but only the second of any Balloon to run on another tramway (710 was first
back in 1984/5). Even more amazingly, the tram arrived at the park on Friday
19th November, ran there later the same day, and following the weekend festivities it returned home on Monday 22nd November! These exclusive images show
the tram arriving through the park gates at Middleton Road on November 19th,
with its trolley tied down for the journey. Shortly after arriving the car was speedily unloaded and its lifeguards put back together by volunteers in readiness for
its first test run. Later that day, 706 would operate in darkness with floodlights
illuminating the open top deck! p Martin Strickland, pu & u Dave Monaghan
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u Almost immediately after arriving, 706 was taken for a test drive along the

length of the tramway and is shown here at Whitegate, devoid of passengers.
The elegant lines and stylish livery are shown off to good effect in side views such
as this one. The tram was fitted with a trolley rope for the duration of its weekend
break for ease of operation at Manchester. Joe Savage

t Possibly the most wanted shot of ‘Princess Alice’ at Heaton Park was a view

of the tram coming through the park gates at Middleton Road, and the MTMS
team didn’t let us down! This scene was specially posed during a private photo
charter held on Saturday 20th November, which helped to fund the transport
costs for 706 and fellow visiting tram, Marton Box 31. Joe Savage

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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After carrying large loads of people all day on November 21st, all too soon 706’s
weekend away from the seaside was over. Our final page of this special pictorial shows the tram preparing to leave Heaton Park on a low loader provided by
regular tram move experts, Scott’s Heavy Haulage who transported it in both
directions. The final image shows 706 heading on its way along Middleton Road
on 22nd November, once again with its trolley securely tied down. Will this tram
have to wait another 76 years before its next trip away from the Fylde coast!?
Only time will tell... All: Gareth Prior

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Postal Car is the place where we publish your letters, comments and anything else that doesn’t really
go anywhere in particular! If you want to pop something in the box for next time’s Postal Car, please
email it to postalcar@tramways-monthly.com!

Vintage tramways

Dear Tramways Monthly,
I was wondering if you or
your readers could help me.
I work for David Evans the
seafront manager at Portsmouth
City Council. I have been asked to
do research on the use of vintage
tramways, and I was wondering if
you have any material you could
sent me about the use of vintage
tramway.
Any information would be
much appreciated.
Katie Reeder, Portsmouth, by email

Mystery London tram

Dear Tramways Monthly,
I have read your magazine
for about a year now, and love it!
I was wondering if any of
your readers would be able to help
me; I am trying to research a tram
that was moved from London to
Bisbrooke in Rutland in the 1930s,
as it was a family relation that was
involved. Does anyone know anything about this?
Many thanks.
Tom, Staffordshire

Manchester Transport
Historical Collection

Dear Tramways Monthly,
The Manchester Transport Historical
Collection (MTHC) is now 50 years
old and the Manchester Tramway
Museum Society (MTMS) is planning
a function to mark the event at on
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

our Tramway with Manchester 765
as the centre of attention.
We have learned from old
Tramway Museum Society (TMS)
Journals that a number of TMS
members were also involved with
the MTHC (who were responsible
for the acquisition and restoration
of Manchester 765) and we would
like to hear from you, ideally by the
end of May.
My contact details are below:
Stephen M Hemingway
Social Events Organiser
Manchester Transport Museum
Society
73 Sandy Rise
Selby
YO89DW
Stephen M Hemingway, Selby,
by email

Rigby Road Works

Dear Tramways Monthly,
Could we not have a live
stream to the paint shop, body
shop and electrical compound?
Would be brilliant!
Liam Standring, by email
Thanks for your email Liam. Whilst
I agree that a live webcam feed
to the various workshops at Rigby
Road would be of interest to the
readers of Tramways Monthly, it is
sadly not something that we would
be able to have any involvement
with as it is entirely up to Blackpool
Transport Services Ltd. to install

Postal Car

and operate the webcams, and
choose whether or not to broadcast images from their workshops.
Sorry for the negative response,
but you may wish to contact BTS
yourself to consider your suggestion - contact details
can be found on their
website which is http://www.
blackpooltransport.co.uk. JG

Fleetwood Ferry in
2011?

Dear Tramways Monthly,
I was wondering if you
knew whether or not Fleetwood Ferry was due to reopen as the terminus of the
Blackpool tramway for 2011?
It has been suggested
on many news groups, websites and magazines, however I have not been able to
find out a definitive answer.
It would be nice to
be able to give it one last
farewell before the supertrams arrive.
Victoria Lott, by email
Whilst it is not yet confirmed
whether the Ferry will be the
terminus or not, it is looking
increasingly likely that it won’t
be even if it is finished,
however the reasons for
this are not known. We will
update this as soon as we
know more! JG
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Events Diary
14th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Many steam vehicles
on show at the 300 acre
museum site, as well as
a first visit for Manchester
765, on loan from the
Heaton Park Tramway.

15th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Many steam vehicles
on show at the 300 acre
museum site, as well as
a first visit for Manchester
765, on loan from the
Heaton Park Tramway.

16th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Many steam vehicles
on show at the 300 acre
museum site, as well as
a first visit for Manchester
765, on loan from the
Heaton Park Tramway.

17th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Many steam vehicles

on show at the 300 acre
museum site, as well as
a first visit for Manchester
765, on loan from the
Heaton Park Tramway.

24th April 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Easter 1940s Weekend:
Back to the war years
this weekend with
military vehicles, soldiers
and civilians. All guests
handed an I.D. card and
ration book on arrival to
prevent spies. See the
trams ready for war with
street re-enactments
throughout the day.
Pre-booking advised.
*PREMIER EVENT*

25th April 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Easter 1940s Weekend:
Back to the war years
this weekend with
military vehicles, soldiers
and civilians. All guests
handed an I.D. card and
ration book on arrival to
prevent spies. See the
trams ready for war with

Back Cover Caption

Having given our front cover photograph to
cars 706 & 752, it seems only right to let the
other stars of Heaton Park’s Blackpool Day
have the back cover! Here we see Marton Box
31 meet Vanguard 619 near the tram depot.
This scene is now history as the next time 619
runs, it will have been repainted in Manchester
colours. Tony Waddington
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street re-enactments
throughout the day.
Pre-booking advised.
*PREMIER EVENT*

8th May 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Morris Minor Day: The
Museum plays host to
vehicle displays, club
stands and trade stands.
Timed vehicle parades
will also feature in the
event, with Morris Minors
driving through the Village’s period cobbled
street, under the elegant
Bowes-Lyon Bridge and
weaving in and out of
the vintage tram service.

22nd May 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Classic Motorbike Day:
A collection of classic
motorbikes on display, as
well as all the usual trams
running.

29th May 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Magazine Information

Enthusiasts’ Tram Event: A
large collection of works
and passenger trams on
show for enthusiasts to
see and ride on

30th May 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Beside the Seaside: A
seaside themed event
with traditional seaside
activities, as well as the
usual vintage trams with
a seaside connection!

25th June 2011
Crich Tramway Village

1950s Weekend: A collection of 1950’s vehicles
in the old 50’s atmosphere, as well as all the
usual trams running.

26th June 2011
Crich Tramway Village

1950s Weekend: A collection of 1950’s vehicles
in the old 50’s atmosphere, as well as all the
usual trams running.

Advertising in Tramways Monthly
We welcome advertisements
from any industry, business or
organisation connected in some
way, shape or form with the
tramway movement. Price plans
and options can be discussed
with our advertising manager.
Please email advertising@
tramways-monthly.com for further information. Discounts can
be offered on advertising plans
covering a longer period and
advertisements do not need to

Blackpool Tramway

totallyTransport 2011:
Blackpool’s premier annual transport event is
back for the sixth year in
2011 along the worldfamous Promenade.
All the usual attractions
will be present, including buses, minis and, of
course, trams!

9th July 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Edwardian Weekend: A
celebration of Edwardian life and events, as
well as one of just two
days during 2010 when
the Museum’s horse
tramcar will be in operation. *PREMIER EVENT*

10th July 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Edwardian Weekend: A
celebration of Edwardian life and events, as
well as one of just two
days during 2010 when
the Museum’s horse
tramcar will be in operation. *PREMIER EVENT*

appear in consecutive issues.
We also offer advertising opportunities on our website - please
contact us for more information.
Reading the magazine
Tramways Monthly would like
to advise all readers to view
the magazine using the very
latest version of Adobe Acrobat
Reader (AAR). This software is
available to be downloaded
free of charge from http://www.
adobe.com. If you are viewing
this PDF on a corporate sys-
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throughout the day.
Pre-booking advised.
*PREMIER EVENT*

31st July 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Mini Meet: A large collection of original Minis
on show, as well as all
the usual trams running.

7th August 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Emergency Vehicles
Day: Various old emergency vehicles will be
on show during the day,
and responding to ‘incidents’, as well as all the
usual trams running.

13th August 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Copying, printing and distribution
The content, design and style
of this PDF file, referred to as
‘this issue of Tramways Monthly
magazine’ is protected by copyright. All photographs remain

August 1940s Weekend: Back to the war
years this weekend with
military vehicles, soldiers
and civilians. All guests
handed an I.D. card and
ration book on arrival to
prevent spies. See the
trams ready for war with
street re-enactments
throughout the day.
*PREMIER EVENT*

28th August 2011
Crich Tramway Village

August 1940s Weekend: Back to the war
years this weekend with
military vehicles, soldiers
and civilians. All guests
handed an I.D card and
ration book on arrival to
prevent spies. See the
trams ready for war with
street re-enactments

tem, you should contact your
administrator for details about
upgrading to the latest version
of Acrobat Reader. We do not
guarantee that the document
will view correctly on any other
software.

14th August 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Alice in Wonderland
(Plus Extravaganza):
Meet characters from
Alice in Wonderland
and Alice Through the
Looking Glass in this
family-orientated event.
Pre-booking advised.
Also annual vintage
transport gathering.
*PREMIER EVENT*

the copyright property of the
stated photographer. Readers
are permitted to print copies for
their own reading or to provide
to friends/colleagues. But being
a complimentary magazine,
Tramways Monthly must not be
sold by any means, printed or
electronic. All our back issues
are freely available from http://
www.tramways-monthly.com
and our PDF files may be passed
onto interested parties, at no
charge, in either a printed or
electronic format.
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Andrew Hazelhurst

The Great Blackpool Tram Poll
Over 20 classes and 125 years of history...
What is Blackpool’s greatest ever tram type?
There can be just one winner!
http://blackpooltramway125.co.uk/thegreat-blackpool-tram-poll/

Vote NOW!
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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The vehicle collection of the Manchester Transport Museum Society,
based at Manchester’s Heaton Park, has grown considerably during
2010 with the addition of several surplus Blackpool trams to the Society’s fleet. However, another vehicle is now set to join the fleet - but
rather surprisingly, this one does not run on rails!
During a sort-out of the Regional Museums Store at Beamish
Museum, a partially restored horse-drawn omnibus was extracted
and it is understood that this historic relic is to be transferred to Heaton Park. Although there remains quite a bit of work to be completed (the nonexistent upper deck for starters!), the main body structure looks in remarkably good condition and its restoration should
not prove too challenging to complete. Beamish have apparently
decided to dispose of the horse bus, which is believed to originate
from Manchester, as they have no plans to complete and operate it, and it was felt that it would be better off elsewhere, with the
chance of it returning to its old home city presumably sealing the
deal. It is not yet known where the bus features in Heaton Park’s current plans, but when it is restored it will provide a fantastic opportunity to compare the Eades horse tram Manchester L53 with a horse
bus from a similar period, which the early trams effectively replaced.
This is certainly a very unexpected but imaginative acquisition and
we look forward to the day when another stage in the development
of public transportation in Manchester can be demonstrated at
Heaton Park! Andrew Waddington

Andrew Hazelhurst

There’s just time to bring you one final page of tramway related
miscellany, as the pole is swung and the seats are turned, before
we bid farewell to our passengers until next time!

All Change!
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Next Time...

Trams in the snow
twenty ten
The final weeks of 2010 saw most of Britain covered in snow, and many transport systems ground to a standstill. However, there were a few places were
trams did still manage to run - and we’ll be bringing you a series of exclusive images featuring trams at Beamish, Birkenhead, Crich and Croydon in the snow!

Mike Mercer
Horse trams tend to be somewhat neglected in terms of coverage compared
to their electric cousins, but next issue we’ll be doing our best to address that,
with the first part of an exclusive photo feature showing as many of Britain’s preserved horse cars as we possibly can! Oporto 9 - pictured in a very old scene at
Crich - is just one of these wonderful gems from the past that we’ll be featuring,
including several vehicles that have rarely been illustrated before.

Richard Lomas

Preserved Horse Trams in Britain:
Part One

Only in ‘Tra mways Monthly’ Issue 23 - Out Soon!
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